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APPENDIX

Scope

The bibliography records books, pamphlets, articles, essays, postgraduate theses, and major internet resources on the history of British and Irish Methodism which are written in English or other Western European languages. Although each listing focuses on works which appeared during the previous calendar year, omissions from earlier listings are made good, back to 1974 (the first year for which the bibliography was issued).

Items dealing with British and Irish overseas missions, and the native churches which they gave rise to, are only included to the extent that they cast light on Methodist developments in the British Isles. Coverage of chapel and circuit histories is restricted, in the main, to publications of more than fifty pages, unless of special significance. Other works of an ephemeral or substantially non-historical nature are also mostly overlooked. In the case of monographs, while new editions (incorporating substantive changes) are recorded, straight reprints or reissues, whether by the original or a different publisher, generally are not.
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